About the Meatrix
This flash animation is a _________________ of the film "The Matrix".
It aims at making the _________________ aware of the danger and cruelty of_________________ .
In The Meatrix , Leo is a

_________________ and Morpheus becomes Moopheus, a

_________________.
Leo lives quite happily in a _________________
the_________________

when Moopheus comes to tell him about

, the world of the Meatrix where _________________

and

come

_________________ from.
In order to discover the Meatrix Leo has to choose between a _________________

and

a_________________ . If he swallows the red pill he will know the _________________ whereas if
he swallows the blue one he
will stay in the_________________ .
He chooses the red_________________ .
useful words :
animal farming / animal products / blue pill / consumer / cow / family farm / fantasy world / meat /
one / parody / pig / real world / red pill / truth

Questions:
1. What food does factory farming produce?
2. When was factory farming born?
3. Who was it created by?
4. Why was factory farming created?
5. How are the animals treated in these farms?
6. What do such conditions cause among animals?
7. To stop the chickens from fighting and hurting themselves the corporations turn to systematic
mutilations such as ________________________
8. and to fight diseases from spreading the machines add ______________________ to their feed
9. as a consequence we breed some super strains of disease causing germs so every day we get close
to an ______________________
10. Amount of excrement produced by factory farming each year
11. The excrement pollute ____________________________________________
12. Communities living near factory farms are not at risk
13. Factory farming is a threat to independent family farms.

Wrong
Wrong

Right
Right

14. Since _________________2 million small hog farms have disappeared.

Short text: ( this is a summary about factory farming only and it is not a word for word
transcription of what you heard)
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